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Effect of Offset Mismatch in Time-Interleaved
ADC Circuits on OFDM-BER Performance

Vo-Trung-Dung Huynh, Nele Noels, Member, IEEE, and Heidi Steendam, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— This paper analyzes the effect of the offset mismatch
in time-interleaved analog-to-digital converter (TI-ADC) circuits
on bit error rate (BER) performance of a receiver for pulse
amplitude-modulated or quadrature amplitude-modulated sig-
nals in orthogonal frequency division multiplexed systems. Exact
BER expressions, as well as simplified BER expressions that hold
for high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) and large offset mismatch
values only, are derived. From the obtained exact BER expres-
sions, a condition is established on the offset mismatch level,
under which the BER performance shows an error floor at high
SNRs. Numerical results further show that if we keep the offset
mismatch level below 25% of the threshold above, which the
offset mismatch causes an error floor, there is essentially no BER
performance degradation compared with the offset-mismatch free
case. Our analysis further evinces that the tolerable level of
the offset mismatch is proportional to the square-root of the
number of sub-ADCs, indicating that as opposed to what might be
expected, the offset mismatch level that can be tolerated actually
increases with the number of sub-ADCs.

Index Terms— Time-interleaved ADC, offset mismatch, bit
error rate, PAM, QAM, OFDM.

I. INTRODUCTION

MANY wired and wireless standards employ orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) because of

its high spectral efficiency and tolerance against channel
dispersion. Recently, OFDM was proposed to be used in
multi-Gigabit fiber-optic communication systems (see [1] and
the references therein). In such high-speed fiber-optic OFDM
systems, the analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) placed prior
to the baseband digital signal processor core are required to
operate at extremely high sampling rates. Further, OFDM is
considered for software defined radio [2], where analog-to-
digital conversion is performed before downconversion of the
bandpass signal, to facilitate reconfigurability of the system.
This also requires the ADC to operate at a very high sampling
rate. Because the development of such high-sampling-rate
ADCs collides with the physical constraints of the current
technology [3], ADCs employing a time-interleaved (TI) archi-
tecture are often considered as an attractive low-cost alterna-
tive. In a TI-ADC [4], several slower sampling-rate sub-ADCs
are placed in parallel. The lth sub-ADC will sample the signal
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at time instants t(l)k = C Kl + kLTs , where k = 0, 1, 2, . . .,
l = 0, 1, . . . , L − 1, and L is the number of sub-ADCs. The
clock references C Kl = C K0 +lTs are equidistantly shifted in
time with as spacing the desired sampling time Ts . Therefore,
the overall sampling rate 1

Ts
is L times higher than the

sampling rate 1
LTs

of each individual sub-ADC. Unfortunately,
mismatches between the parallel sub-ADCs, due to fabrication
process variations, form a major obstacle towards the practical
use of such TI-ADC architectures. One of the most challenging
problems is offset mismatch, which refers to differences in the
DC levels that are employed by the various sub-ADCs [5]. The
effect of the offset mismatch on the system performance has
recently been studied in [6]–[11] for single-carrier systems and
in [12]–[16] for multi-carrier systems. However, to the best of
our knowledge, the effect of a non-negligible offset mismatch
on the bit error rate (BER) performance of OFDM systems
employing a TI-ADC has not been studied yet.

In this paper, we first analytically derive exact BER expres-
sions for PAM- and QAM-OFDM systems, assuming binary
reflected Gray code (BRGC) bit mapping [17]. Previous
investigations reported a BER floor at high signal-to-noise
ratios (SNRs) in the case of severe offset mismatch [16]. The
BER expressions obtained here allow to determine a condition
on the offset mismatch values that will result in an error
floor. Our expressions further reveal that in the case of a very
severe offset mismatch, the induced BER floor is essentially
independent of the modulation order, the modulation type and
the channel. Finally, a rule-of-thumb is derived for determining
the maximum level of offset mismatch that can be tolerated
to guarantee a negligible BER performance degradation with
respect to the mismatch-free case. This tolerable offset mis-
match level can serve as a guideline for circuits-and-systems
design engineers to compensate the offset mismatch through
hardware calibration or digital signal processing.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Table I illustrates the notations used in the following sections.
Section II presents the signal model at the output of a
TI-ADC with fixed offset mismatches, and at the output of
the subsequent discrete Fourier transform (DFT) unit in an
OFDM system. In Section III, we theoretically derive the
exact BER expression for an OFDM system with rectangular
QAM signaling. The BER expressions include the special
cases of square QAM and PAM. The condition for the error
floor occurrence as well as simplified expressions for the
error floor caused by severe offset mismatch are derived in
Section IV. In Section V, we validate the accuracy of the
derived expressions by comparing their numerical evaluation
with the result of a brute-force Monte Carlo simulation, and
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of an OFDM system with a TI-ADC at the receiver.

TABLE I

NOTATION EXPLANATION

we analyse the effect of the offset mismatch on the BER
performance. We also derive a rule-of-thumb for a tolerable
offset mismatch level causing negligible BER performance
degradation. Section VI presents the conclusions of the study.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The block diagram of the considered OFDM system is
shown Fig. 1. To simplify the notations, we consider the
transmission of a single OFDM block. Let us define Id as
the collection of indices of all sub-carriers that are used for
data transmission,1 where Id ⊂ {− N

2 ,− N
2 + 1, . . . , N

2 − 1
}

and N is a power of 2. A sequence of |Id |c · (mI + mQ
)

bits is divided into |Id |c blocks of
(
mI + mQ

)
bits, where

|Id |c is the cardinality of Id . Each sub-block of
(
mI + mQ

)

information bits is mapped onto the in-phase and quadra-
ture components of a unit-energy MI × MQ rectangular
QAM symbol (MI = 2m I , MQ = 2m Q ) according to a 2-
dimensional mI -by-mQ bit BRGC [17]. The symbols X [n],
n /∈ Id , are set to zero for the non-modulated carriers, i.e.,
X [n] = 0 for n /∈ Id , in order to form the vector X =(
X
[− N

2

]
, X

[− N
2 + 1

]
, . . . , X

[ N
2 − 1

])T
, which is applied

to an inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) of size N .

1In many OFDM systems, not all sub-carriers are modulated for data
transmission. For example, a few sub-carriers near the edges (i.e., the guard
band) are not modulated to obtain a reasonable transition band at the
bandwidth boundaries as well as to simplify the transmit and receive filter
designs [18].

The resulting time-domain samples are extended with a cyclic
prefix (CP) of length NC P samples to avoid inter-carrier and
inter-symbol interference (ICI and ISI), caused by a dispersive
channel. The time-domain samples s [k] are given by:

s [k] =
√

N

N + NC P
· 1√

N

N
2 −1∑

a=− N
2

X[a]e j2π ak
N ,

− N

2
− NC P ≤ k ≤ N

2
− 1, (1)

where the pre-factor
√

N
N+NC P

originates from the loss of
energy efficiency due to the insertion of the CP. Before
transmission over the channel, the time-domain samples pass
through a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) and a transmit
filter.

At the receiver, after passing through the receive filter, the
received waveform is sampled at Nyquist rate by a TI-ADC.
The TI-ADC is assumed to have a sufficiently high resolution
so that the quantization noise can be neglected in this analysis
[19], [20]. Furthermore, since the offset voltages in a TI-ADC
are only slowly time varying [15], we model them as constants
over the duration of an OFDM symbol period.2 Using the
model of a TI-ADC with offset mismatch introduced in [21],
the output of the TI-ADC can be written as:

r [k] = √
Es · s [k] ⊗ h [k]

+√
Es ·

L−1∑

l=0

∞∑

q=−∞
dol · δ [k − q L − l]

+ w [k] ,

k = − N

2
− NC P , − N

2
− NC P + 1 . . . ,

N

2
− 1, (2)

where r [k] is the kth received sample, h[k] is the sampled
impulse response of the channel, ⊗ denotes the discrete

2In practice, the offset values can vary over time due to multiple causes, e.g.,
supply voltage variations, temperature and ageing effects. If the power supply
noise is at a high frequency, this might cause a non-negligible variation of the
offset during an OFDM symbol. However, this scenario would almost certainly
destroy the operation of the entire signal processing chain and hence should
be resolved by adequate power supply decoupling. Therefore, in a properly
designed system, the power supply noise effect should not be a limitation
in reality. Also temperature and ageing effects can cause offset variations.
However, these effects occur on a time scale that is several orders of magnitude
larger than the OFDM symbol duration, and hence the assumption of the fixed
offset voltages over an OFDM symbol is still valid.
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convolution operation, δ [.] denotes the discrete dirac function,
s[k] is defined by (1), Es is the transmitted symbol energy,
dol is the offset voltage of the lth sub-ADC, expressed relative
to Es , and w[k] are statistically independent Gaussian noise
samples with zero mean and variance N0

2 per I/Q dimension.
When all sub-ADCs have identical offset voltages, the second
term in (2) reduces to a sample-independent constant. As this
DC component can easily be compensated by the receiver, we
do not consider this to be an offset mismatch. Only when
the offset voltages dol are not equal, we say the TI-ADC
suffers from offset mismatch. In the following, we assume that
the transmit and receive filter are perfectly matched. Further,
we assume that the receiver has perfect knowledge about the
channel, and knows the start of the OFDM blocks, i.e., “perfect
timing synchronization”. The receiver removes the CP and
converts the remaining N samples to the frequency domain.
Before data detection, the receiver multiplies the DFT outputs

with 1
H [n]

√
N+NC P

N , where H [n] is the discrete frequency
response of the channel, to compensate for the channel coef-
ficient and the loss in energy, i.e., “perfect equalization”. This
yields

RDFT [n] = 1

H [n]

√
N + NC P

N
· 1√

N

N
2 −1∑

k=− N
2

r [k]e− j2π kn
N

= √
Es X [n] +√

Es
DO [n]

H [n]
+ W [n]

H [n]
,

n = − N

2
,− N

2
+ 1, . . . ,

N

2
− 1, (3)

where X [n] are the transmitted symbols, H [n]
�=√

N
N+NC P

H [n], W [n] are statistically independent Gaussian

random variables with zero mean and variance N0
2 , and DO [n]

is a function of the offset voltages dol from the L sub-ADCs:

DO [n] =
√

N

L

L
2 −1∑

i=− L
2

L−1∑

l=0

dole
− j2π i

L lδ

[
n − i

N

L

]
. (4)

To simplify the expressions, we assumed in (4) that the
number L of sub-ADCs is a power of 2. Further, in (4),
it is assumed that the ratio N

L between the IDFT/DFT size
and the number of sub-ADCs is an integer value. However,
an extension to non-integer ratios N

L is straightforward.3

Finally, the quantities RDFT [n] from (3) at the DFT output
are used to perform bit sequence detection by determining
the constellation point at minimum Euclidean distance from
RDFT [n] and applying the inverse mapping rule.

Let us take a closer look at the contribution of DO [n]
from (4) to the RDFT [n] from (3). Inspecting (4) reveals
that only sub-carriers with indices i N

L (i ∈ Z) are affected
by a data-independent contribution from the offset mismatch.
Further, we notice that DO [0] and DO

[− N
2

]
are real-valued,

whereas all other contributions DO [n] are complex-valued
with DO [−n] = (DO [n])∗, where (x)∗ denotes the complex

3In this case, the dirac function in (4) is replaced by the sinc function,
which is defined as: sinc (x) = sin(π x)

π x .

conjugate of a complex number x . The offset values dol

can be modelled as independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d) zero-mean random variables with variance σ 2

do [5]. The
DFT output DO [n] is therefore a zero-mean random vari-
able with autocorrelation function: E

[
DO [n]

(
DO

[
n′])∗] =

N
L σ 2

doδ
[
n − n′] , n = i N

L , i ∈ Z, i.e., the contributions on the
different sub-carriers are uncorrelated. Furthermore, for the
cases where DO [n] is complex-valued, DO [n] is circularly
invariant, implying its real and imaginary parts have the same
variance N

2L σ 2
do. Later in this paper, we will show that the

BER performance of the OFDM system is determined by
the largest absolute value of the real and imaginary parts
of DO[n]

H [n] . Hence, we are interested in the probability that∣
∣
∣∣
(

DO[n]
H [n]

)(β)
∣
∣
∣∣ exceeds a given value, where |x | denotes the

absolute value of x , β ∈ {I, Q} refers to the in-phase and
quadrature dimensions of the signal, and (x)(β) is defined as:

(x)(β) =
{


 {x}, if β = I

� {x}, if β = Q,
(5)

where 
 {x} and � {x} are the real and imaginary part of x ,
respectively. When L is sufficiently large, the distribution of
DO [n] approaches (according to the central limit theorem)
a Gaussian distribution. As a result, the probability that∣
∣∣
∣
(

DO[n]
H [n]

)(β)
∣
∣∣
∣ exceeds the value θ is given by:

Pr

[∣∣
∣
∣∣

(
DO [n]

H [n]

)(β)
∣
∣
∣
∣∣
> θ

]

= er f c

(
θ · |H [n]|√

2σβ [n]

)

, (6)

where

σ 2
β [n]

=

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Nσ 2
do

2L
, if n = i

N

L
, i ∈ Z\

{
0,− L

2

}
, β ∈ {I, Q}

Nσ 2
do

L
, if n ∈

{
0,− N

2

}
, β = I

0, if n ∈
{

0,− N

2

}
, β = Q,

(7)

and er f c(.) is the complementary error function [23].

III. BER DERIVATION

To compute the BER, we only have to take into account
the data-bearing sub-carriers, i.e., with indices n ∈ Id .
Let us define the set K that collects the indices of all
modulated sub-carriers affected by the offset mismatch, i.e.,
K = {

n ∈ Id |n = i N
L , i ∈ Z

}
. Hence, the BER for a given

channel h, i.e., B E R|h, can be decomposed as:

B E R|h = 1

|Id |c
∑

n∈Id \K

B E R|h,noof f ,n

+ 1

|Id |c
∑

n∈K

B E R|h,of f,n, (8)

where B E R|h,noof f,n is the BER for a given h, which stems
from the sub-carriers that are not disturbed by the offset
mismatch, i.e., with indices n ∈ Id\K , and B E R|h,of f ,n is
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the BER for a given h, originating from the offset-mismatch
affected sub-carriers, i.e., with indices n ∈ K . The terms in
the first sum depend on the sub-carrier index through the
dependency of the channel frequency response H [n] only,
whereas for the terms in the second sum, the sub-carrier
dependency is due to the dependency of both H [n] and
DO [n] on the sub-carrier index.

In [22], a closed-form expression for the BER of a general-
ized amplitude-modulated transmission was derived, assuming
an AWGN channel and BRGC mapping for an ideal ADC
(i.e., dol = 0). Extending the result from [22] to a dispersive
channel characterized by the coefficients {H [n]}, the terms
B E R|h,noof f ,n in the first sum of (8) can be written as (see
Appendix A):

B E R|h,noof f ,n

= 1
(
mI + mQ

)
∑

β,u,v

R(u,β)
v

Mβ
er f c

(

(2v+1) dβ

∣
∣H [n]

∣
∣

√
Es

No

)

,

(9)

where mI and mQ are the number of bits transmitted on the
symbol’s in-phase and quadrature components, Mβ = 2mβ ,
u ∈ {

1, . . . , mβ

}
, and v ∈ {

0, 1, . . . ,
(
1 − 2−u

)
Mβ − 1

}
.

In (9), the quantity R(u,β)
v is a short-hand notation for the

following function of β, u and v:

R(u,β)
v = (−1)

⌊
v·2u−1

Mβ

⌋

·
(

2u−1 −
⌊

v · 2u−1

Mβ
+ 1

2

⌋)
, (10)

where �x denotes the largest integer smaller than x , and
dβ is the half minimum Euclidean distance between the
constellation points in the β−dimension4 [24]:

dβ =
√√
√
√

3zβ (ζ )
(
M2

I − 1
) +

(
M2

Q − 1
)

ζ 2
, (11)

where ζ = dQ
dI

, and zβ (ζ ) is defined as: zβ (ζ ) = 1, if β = I
and zβ (ζ ) = ζ 2, if β = Q.

In the remainder of this section, we further extend the
closed-form expression from [22] to take into account the
effect of the invariant offset mismatch, in order to find a
closed-form expression for the BER of the affected sub-
carriers, i.e., with indices n ∈ K . The derivation of
B E R|h,of f,n in (8) can be found in Appendix A. In the
derivation, we assume that the offset voltages are fixed. This
is a reasonable assumption, as the random offset mismatch
values vary very slowly with time [15]. Hence, the BER for
given offset voltages reflects the error performance of a given
TI-ADC realization. We obtain:

B E R|h,of f,n

= 1

2
(
mI + mQ

) ·
∑

α,β,u,v

R(u,β)
v

Mβ

·er f c

((

(2v + 1) dβ + α ·
(

DO [n]

H [n]

)(β)
)
∣
∣H [n]

∣
∣

√
Es

N0

)

,

(12)

4Assuming the average energy per data symbol is normalized.

where α ∈ {−1, 1}, and (DO [n])(β) is defined in (5). Note that
the BER in (12) is not only for a given TI-ADC realization,
but also for a given channel realization. If for sub-carrier n
the channel realization

∣
∣H [n]

∣
∣ is small, e.g., a deep fade,

the effect of the offset mismatch
(

DO[n]
H [n]

)(β)
will be relatively

larger compared to larger
∣
∣H [n]

∣
∣.

Substituting (9) and (12) into (8) yields the exact closed-
form BER expression for MI × MQ -QAM signaling in the
presence of offset mismatch. The corresponding result for
Ms -ary square QAM signaling follows from setting MI and
MQ equal to

√
Ms , and dQ equal to dI . Similarly, the general

BER expression for Mp-ary PAM signaling can be obtained
by setting MI equal to Mp , and MQ equal to 1. Note that in

this case �
{

DO[n]
H [n]

}
has no effect on the BER performance,

so the summation over β disappears in (9) and (12).
In the case of fibre-optic [25] or wired RF communica-

tion, the channel can be modelled as a (quasi) time-invariant
channel over many OFDM blocks, implying (8) represents
the BER of the link. However, in wireless communication,
most channels exhibit time variation, where the channel can
be modelled as quasi-static over one or a few OFDM blocks,
and the channel taps are to be modelled as random variables.
In such time-varying channels, the average BER needs to be
computed by averaging (8) over the distribution of the channel:

B E R =
∫

h
B E R|h · pP DF (h)dh, (13)

where pP DF (h) is the probability density function (pdf) of h.

IV. THE ERROR FLOOR

In this section, we investigate the high SNR behavior of the
BER expressions derived in Section III. The complementary
error function (erfc-function) er f c (x) in (9) and (12) is a
strictly monotonically decreasing function of its argument x ,
with a very small slope for large absolute values of x and
asymptotes er f c (−∞) = 2 and er f c (+∞) = 0. It follows
that (9) and all terms in (12) with strictly positive arguments
of the erfc-function vanish for large SNR, whereas the terms
in (12) with negative arguments of the erfc-function saturate to
an SNR independent value for Es

N0
going to infinity. It follows

immediately that:
• A condition for the occurrence of a floor in the BER

from (8) at high SNR is therefore:

min
n,α,β,u,v

(

(2v + 1) dβ + α ·
(

DO [n]

H [n]

)(β)
)

= min
β

{

dβ − max
n

∣
∣
∣∣
∣

(
DO [n]

H [n]

)(β)
∣
∣
∣∣
∣

}

≤ 0, (14)

or, equivalently,

min
β

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

dβ

max
n

∣∣
∣
∣
(

DO[n]
H [n]

)(β)
∣∣
∣
∣

⎫
⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎭
≤ 1, (15)

where the optimization is with respect to all n ∈
Id\K , α ∈ {−1, 1}, β ∈ {−I, Q}, u ∈ {

1, . . . , mβ

}
,
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v ∈ {
0, 1, . . . ,

(
1 − 2−u

)
Mβ − 1

}
, and |x | denotes the

absolute value of x . In other words, as long as on all affected

sub-carriers, the contribution

∣
∣∣
∣
(

DO[n]
H [n]

)(β)
∣
∣∣
∣ is smaller than the

half Euclidean distance dβ between the constellation points, no
error floor occurs. The condition (15) enables us to determine
the maximum level of offset mismatch that can be tolerated if
we want to avoid a BER floor.

• The larger the number of terms in (8) for which the
argument of the error function in (12) is negative, the larger
the BER floor at high SNR. The maximum value of the
floor occurs in the case where the argument of the erfc-
function in (12) is negative for all β, u, v, and α =
−sign

((
DO[n]
H [n]

)(β)
)

. In that case, B E R|h (12) will be equal

to B E R|h,of f ,n = B E Rr,floor, where (Appendix B):

B E Rr,floor = |K |c
2|Id |c

− mI ηQ + mQηI

2|Id |c
(
mI + mQ

) , (16)

for a rectangular constellation, where ηI and ηQ are defined
in (35). For Ms -ary square QAM, where MI = MQ = √

Ms ,
the error floor (16) reduces to B E Rs,floor = |K |c

2|Id |c − ηI +ηQ
4|Id |c ,

which corresponds to the result proposed in [16, eq. (25)]
for an AWGN channel. Similarly, for Mp -ary PAM, where
MI = Mp and MQ = 1, the error floor (16) equals
B E Rp,floor = |K |c−ηQ

2|Id |c . The difference between the error
floors for PAM and QAM signaling becomes small when
|K |c increases, i.e., when the number of affected sub-carriers
increases, which corresponds to an increasing number L of
sub-ADCs. In that case, the maximum error floor becomes
essentially independent of the type of modulation and of the
modulation order Mβ (β ∈ {I, Q}) as well as of the channel,
and only depends on the number |Id |c of modulated sub-
carriers and the number L of sub-ADCs:

B E Rr,floor ≈ B E Rs,floor ≈ B E Rp,floor ≈ |K |c
2|Id |c

. (17)

V. AN ANALYSIS OF OFFSET MISMATCH EFFECT

AND THE RULE-OF-THUMB FOR TOLERABLE

OFFSET MISMATCH LEVEL

In this section, we first validate the accuracy of the ana-
lytical expressions derived in this paper by comparing the
theoretical results with simulations. Further, we will evaluate
the simplified expressions for the error floor and investigate
the level of the offset mismatch that can be tolerated to
avoid an error floor at high SNRs, and to assure a negligible
BER degradation with respect to the mismatch-free case. To
clearly isolate the effect of the offset mismatch on the BER
performance, we first restrict our attention to the case of
an AWGN channel, and a zero CP length, i.e., NC P = 0,
and H [n] = H [n] = 1. At the end of the section, we
will evaluate the performance in the presence of a dispersive
channel and a non-zero CP length. We assume that the offset
mismatch values are uniformly distributed [14]– [15] in the
interval [−ε, ε], with ε = √

3σdo. In a first stage, we will
evaluate the BER performance of a specified TI-ADC (i.e., we
generate L offset mismatch values and keep these fixed), and

TABLE II

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

in a second stage, we will also evaluate the average BER per-
formance (i.e., we generate different sets of L offset mismatch
values, where each set corresponds to a different TI-ADC
realization). The simulation parameters are summarized in
Table II. In this table, we give the fixed offset values that will
be used in the first part of this section. The first offset do(100%)

1
is set to 0,5 and the other offsets do(100%)

l are uniformly
selected in the interval [−1; 1]6 [15]. Table II also illustrates
the values of the corresponding DO [n](100%) from (4) for
L = 8. We will vary the offset mismatch level by scaling
the fixed offset values from Table I, i.e., a x% mismatch level
corresponds to offset mismatch values: do(x%)

l = x
100 do(100%)

l ,
and DO [n](x%) = x

100 DO [n](100%). Taking into account the
effect of the guard band, the relationship between the SNR per
symbol ( Es

N0
) and the SNR per bit ( Eb

N0
), used in our simulation,

is given by [26]: Es
N0

= log2
(
MI · MQ

) · Eb
N0

· |Id |c
N .

Let us consider an AWGN channel and NC P = 0. We
first evaluate the validity of the theoretical expressions. Fig. 2
illustrates the BER performance with fixed offset values
(in Table II), and the average BER performance with random
offset values, for rectangular QAM, square QAM and PAM
with different modulation orders when the number L of sub-
ADCs equals 8. In the figures, the BER of a system with an
offset mismatch level of 3%, 5% and 10% is compared to the
BER of a system without offset mismatch. It can be observed
that the theoretical results are in excellent agreement with the
simulation results, which demonstrates the accuracy of the
proposed BER expressions. We investigated numerous other
parameter settings (results not shown in this paper), and found
the same excellent agreement between theory and simulations.
Fig. 2 shows that an offset mismatch level that only introduces
a small degradation for a small modulation order results in an
error floor at higher modulation orders. This can be explained
by the fact that when the modulation order increases, the half
Euclidean distance dβ between the constellation points in (11)
decreases. Because dβ decreases, the condition for the BER
floor occurrence in (15) is easier satisfied. As a result, the
error floor occurs for smaller mismatch levels.

5As stated earlier in this paper, a DC offset common to all sub-ADCs can
easily be compensated at the receiver. Hence, without loss of generality, we
can define the common DC offset value as the DC offset of the first sub-ADC,
and define the other offset mismatch values relatively to the DC offset of the
first sub-ADC, so do(100%)

1 = 0.
6For example, the authors in [14] mentioned a standard deviation of the

offset of the order of 10 mV for an ADC, which is not optimized for offset
performance, in a 65 nm CMOS technology at a supply voltage of 0.8 V.
Hence, the range offset mismatch values considered in this paper covers this
example.
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Fig. 2. BER curves of rectangular QAM (ζ = 2), square QAM (ζ = 1), and
PAM, for 8 sub-ADCs: (a) fixed offset values, (b) random offset values.

Fig. 3. BER contributions of the first and second term in (8) for 4×2-QAM
(L = 8, ζ = 2).

Next, to fully understand the contribution of the affected
sub-carriers on the overall BER performance, we consider
Fig. 3. This figure illustrates the theoretical BER curves for
4 × 2-QAM, contributed by both the first and the second term
in (8), for the case of 8 sub-ADCs, ζ = 2 and different values

Fig. 4. BER curves for 4 × 2 QAM, 8 × 4 QAM, 4 QAM and 16 PAM
signalings, and different number L of sub-ADCs.

for the offset mismatch level. The figure clearly shows that at
high SNRs, the second term from (3) becomes the dominating
contribution. This is because, for each (β, u, v), (12) will
contain a term for which the argument of the erfc-function is
smaller than the argument of the erfc-function for the same
value of β, u, and v in (9). Further, the figure reveals that
for the considered case the error floor occurs at 5% mismatch
level or higher, whereas for a mismatch level of 4% or below,
only a performance degradation is observed.7 To elucidate this
result, we revert to (11), (15) and Table II. Let us define a
threshold γ so that the receiver will exhibit an error floor
at high SNR if and only if we scale the fixed offset values

do(100%)
l from Table I as γ̃ × do(100%)

l

(
�= do(γ̃×100%)

l

)
, with

γ̃ ≥ γ . From (15), we obtain the threshold γ :

γ = min
n,β

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎝

dβ∣
∣
∣
∣
(

DO[n](100%)

H [n]

)(β)
∣
∣
∣
∣

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎠. (18)

For H [n] = 1 (AWGN channel), L = 8 and 4 × 2-QAM
(ζ = 2), we obtain γ = 0.043, which indicates that an error
floor will occur if the offset mismatch level is larger than
4.3%. This is observed in Fig. 3: at 4% mismatch level, there
is no error floor, whereas a 5% mismatch level causes an error
floor. Hence, the proposed condition (15) predicts when the
error floor will occur in the BER performance.

Further, we take a look at the error floor and the approxi-
mations for the error floor levels, derived in Section IV. Fig. 4
shows the effect of the number L of sub-ADCs for a large
offset mismatch 100%, for the cases of 4 QAM (ζ = 1),
4 × 2 QAM (ζ = 2), 8 × 4 QAM (ζ = 2) and 16 PAM.
The values dol of the offset mismatch correspond to the first
two (L = 2), four (L = 4) and eight (L = 8) dol values
given in Table II, respectively. The maximum levels of the
error floors obtained with (16) are shown in Table III for the
different cases. Comparing Fig. 4 and Table III, it follows that

7Note that the level at which the error floor will occur, depends on the
parameters of the system, e.g., the offset mismatch values, the number of
sub-ADCs, the constellation, and the number of sub-carriers.
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TABLE III

THE THEORETICAL MAXIMUM ERROR FLOOR VALUES

TABLE IV

THE THRESHOLD γ

the theoretical error floor from Table III corresponds well with
the error floor obtained with 100% mismatch level in Fig. 4.
Hence, the simple approximation (16) accurately predicts the
maximum error floor. Moreover, the results clearly illustrate
the increase of the maximum error floor when the number
L of sub-ADCs increases. Finally, Table III demonstrates
that, as predicted, the difference between the error floors for
different constellation types and different modulation orders
reduces when L increases. For L = 8, it can be observed
in the table that the different maximum error floors are
approximately equal for the different modulation types (QAM
or PAM signaling), and modulation orders (4×2 QAM versus
8 × 4 QAM ).

In the previous paragraph, we focussed on large offset
mismatch and the threshold γ triggering the error floor.
Although this level is of importance, the design engineer is
more interested in tolerable levels of the offset mismatch.
Therefore, we will explore the level of mismatch that causes
an acceptable level of degradation. Table IV presents the
threshold γ for different modulation types and different values
of L. Let us now, for several offset mismatch levels γ̃ , with
γ̃ < γ , consider the performance degradation compared to
a system without offset mismatch at a BER8 of 10−9. Fig. 5
reveals that when reducing the mismatch level to γ̃ = γ ×25%,
this degradation is smaller than 0.25 d B for all considered
cases. This observation suggests the following rule-of-thumb.
If the offset mismatch level is below 25% of the threshold γ
inducing the error floor, which implies that the maximum of∣
∣(DO [n])(β)

∣
∣ must be smaller than 25% of dβ , for both β = I

and Q, no countermeasures should be taken as the degradation
is at a tolerable level.9

The above rule-of-thumb is based on the fixed values for
dol from Table II. However, in reality, the offset values are
random variables. Therefore, we now investigate if the above
rule-of-thumb to avoid a performance degradation is generally
applicable. In this rule-of-thumb, we stated that the maximum
of

∣
∣(DO [n])(β)

∣
∣ must be smaller than 25% of dβ . However,

as (DO [n])(β) is a random variable, this maximum cannot be

8This BER value is the standard target BER for optical communication
systems [25].

9This rule-of-thumb was successfully checked for other modulation types
and orders, and for other numbers of sub-ADCs, than shown in the figure.

Fig. 5. BER curves for different modulation types, number of sub-ADCs
and fractions of γ .

determined straightforwardly. Moreover, when L is sufficiently
large, we found in section II that (DO [n])(β) can be modelled
as a Gaussian random variable, which (in theory) can reach
infinitely large values. Therefore, we adapt our rule-of-thumb
by imposing that in only 1% of the cases, (DO [n])(β) may
be larger than 25% of dβ . Taking into account (6), for a time-

invariant channel, this implies Pr

[∣∣
∣
∣
(

DO[n]
H [n]

)(β)
∣
∣
∣
∣ > 0.25dβ

]
=

0.01 from which follows

min
n,β

(
0.25dβ |H [n]|√

2σβ [n]

)

≥ er f c−1 (0.01) , (19)

where H [n] = 1 (AWGN channel), er f c−1 (.) is the inverse
erfc-function, and σβ [n] is defined in (7). Let us first con-
sider the variance σ 2

I [n] of the in-phase components. The
variance σ 2

I [0] of the DC component is twice the variance
σ 2

I

[
i N

L

]
(i �= 0) on the other sub-carriers, so the minimum

over n for β = I corresponds to the DC sub-carrier with

σ 2
I [0] = Nσ 2

do
L (see (7)). Next, we look at the variance σ 2

Q [n]
of the quadrature components. The DC sub-carrier does not
have a quadrature component, i.e., (DO [0])(Q) = 0. For
all other sub-carriers, the variance σ 2

Q

[
i N

L

]
(i �= 0) is

the same, i.e., σ 2
Q

[
i N

L

] = Nσ 2
do

2L (see (7)). Expression (19)

therefore reduces to min

(
0.25dI√

2N
L σdo

,
0.25dQ√

N
L σdo

)

≥ er f c−1 (0.01)

for L > 2 and 0.25dI√
Nσdo

≥ er f c−1 (0.01) for L = 2, as
for L = 2 only the DC sub-carrier and the sub-carrier
with index − N

2 are affected, and the sub-carrier with index
− N

2 lies in the guard band. Reformulated as a condition on
the standard derivation σdo of the offset values, we obtain

σdo ≤ min

(
0.25dI√

2N
L er f c−1(0.01)

,
0.25dQ√

N
L er f c−1(0.01)

)

if L > 2 and

σdo ≤ 0.25dI√
N er f c−1(0.01)

if L = 2. Assuming that the offset

values are uniformly distributed in [−ε, ε] yielding σdo = ε√
3
,

this provides a corresponding threshold εmin on ε. Table V
shows the resulting threshold εmin for different modulation
types and orders, for different values of L, and Fig. 6 shows
the BER, averaged over the offset values, for a selection of
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TABLE V

THE εmin VALUES, εmin IS EXPRESSED IN % OF
√

Es

Fig. 6. BER curves for different modulation types, number of sub-ADCs
and fractions of εmin .

the cases given in Table V. As can be observed from the
figure, when the mismatch level equals the proposed εmin , the
degradation is imperceptible, whereas a degradation is visible
when the mismatch level is increased to 1.75 × εmin . Hence,
the proposed rule-of-thumb indeed results in a tolerable level
of the offset values. Further, we observe from Table V and
the equations that the tolerable level εmin of the offset values
increases when L increases, i.e., εmin is proportional to

√
L.

This counterintuitive result can be explained as follows. When
L increases, the number of affected sub-carriers increases,
but on each of these affected sub-carriers, the disturbance
DO [n] will be smaller, as its variance σ 2

β [n] (7) reduces.
Hence, on each of the affected sub-carriers, the probability
B E R of f,n reduces. When the level of the mismatch is below
the threshold inducing the error floor, the overall BER will
therefore reduce with increasing L. This is illustrated in Fig. 7.
This is in contrast to the case where the offset mismatch level
exceeds the error floor threshold. In that case, the overall
BER increases with L, as was also observed in the simplified
expressions for the error floor in Section IV. The reason for
this is that for large offset mismatch levels, the erfc-function in

Fig. 7. BER curves for 16-QAM and different number of sub-ADCs, εmin =
0.5% of

√
Es .

B E R of f,n saturates so that B E R of f,n becomes independent
of n.

Now, we will extend the BER performance evaluation and
the rule-of-thumb (19) for an AWGN channel to a time-varying
dispersive channel, e.g., a multi-path Rayleigh fading channel.
We want that in only 1% of the cases (averaged over the offset
values and the distribution of the channel) that 25% of the
threshold for error floor is surpassed, resulting in

∞∫

0

Pr

[∣∣
∣∣
∣

(
DO [n]

H [n]

)(β)
∣
∣
∣∣
∣
> 0.25dβ

]

· pP DF (|H [n]|)

× d |H [n]| = 0.01. (20)

For a Rayleigh fading channel with normalized aver-
age fading power and distribution pP DF (|H [n]|) =
2 |H [n]| e−|H [n]|2

, this results in [ [27], eq. 6.287]

0.25dβ√
2σβ [n]

= 7.018. (21)

Similarly to the case of an AWGN channel, from (21)
and assuming that the offset values are uniformly chosen
in [−ε, ε], we obtain the condition on the tolerable offset
mismatch level ε causing an acceptable BER performance
degradation in a Rayleigh fading channel: ε ≤ εmin,Ray ,

where εmin,Ray = min

(
0.25

√
3dI

7.018
√

2N
L

,
0.25

√
3dQ

7.018
√

N
L

)

if L > 2,

and εmin,Ray = 0.25
√

3dI

7.018
√

N
if L = 2. Table VI shows the

threshold εmin,Ray for different modulation types and orders,
for different number L of sub-ADCs, and Fig. 8 shows the sim-
ulated and theoretical BER curves averaged over 5000 channel
realizations and offset mismatch realizations, for several cases
selected from Table VI. The number of multi-path channel
taps and the CP length equal 100 and 128, respectively.
The channel impulse response used in the simulations is
modelled as a conventional exponential decaying multi-path

fading channel [28]: h [k] = 1
C

99∑

y=0
e− y

2 Ayδ [k − y], where

C is the normalization constant, Ay are i.i.d complex-valued
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TABLE VI

THE εmin,Ray VALUES, εmin,Ray IS EXPRESSED IN % OF
√

Es

Fig. 8. BER curves in the Rayleigh fading channel for different modulation
types, number of sub-ADCs and fractions of εmin,Ray .

Gaussian distributed random variables with zero mean and
unit variance, and δ [.] denotes the discrete dirac function.
Again, the simulation results well correspond to the theoretical
results, which demonstrates the accuracy of the derived BER
expressions. Moreover, it can be seen from the figure that,
when the offset mismatch level equals the suggested threshold
εmin,Ray , there is no visible degradation with respect to the
’no mismatch’ case, whereas a degradation is noticed when
the mismatch level is increased to 1.75 × εmin,Ray. Therefore,
the proposed rule-of-thumb can be used in dispersive channels.
Further, from Table VI and the above equations, we observe
that in a dispersive channel, the tolerable offset mismatch level
ε is proportional to

√
L, similarly as for the AWGN channel.

Taking into account that in the coming years, the number of
parallel sub-ADCs will further increase to achieve even higher
sampling rates, the fact that the tolerable level of the offset
values increases with

√
L is good news, as the restrictions on

the signal processing and hardware calibration algorithms to
compensate for the DC offset voltages become less stringent.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we analysed the offset mismatch effect in
TI-ADC circuits on the BER performance of an OFDM
system, assuming QAM or PAM signaling and binary reflected

Gray code bit mapping. For a given channel realization, exact
closed-form BER expressions were analytically derived. From
these BER expressions, we were able to evaluate the cause of
the error floor in the BER performance at high SNRs, that is
introduced by a sufficiently high offset mismatch. We showed
that the maximum error floor is essentially independent of
the modulation type and order, and of the channel. Moreover,
we were able to analytically determine the threshold level
inducing the error floor. We showed in this paper that, if we
select the level of the offset mismatch so that less than 1%
of the (DO [n])(β) values is larger than 25% of the threshold
above which the offset mismatch causes an error floor, the
BER degradation is acceptably small. This tolerable level of
the offset mismatch increases with

√
L, indicating that the

tolerable level of the offset mismatch will increase when
the number of sub-ADCs increases. Based on our findings,
the practical engineers, designing TI-ADCs for high-speed
OFDM applications is able to extract the maximum level of
the offset mismatch that can be tolerated, which can guide the
circuits-and-systems design engineers that try to compensate
this mismatch.

VII. APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF BER ON OFFSET

MISMATCH-AFFECTED SUB-CARRIERS

A. BER on Non-Affected Sub-Carriers

In order to extend the result of [22] to offset-mismatch-
affected sub-carriers, we first revisit the derivation of (9).
First note that the BER of the non-affected sub-carriers, i.e.,
B E R|h,no o f f,n , can be decomposed as:

B E R|h,no o f f,n = 1
(
mI + mQ

)
∑

u,β

B E R(u,β)
|h,no o f f,n, (22)

where u ∈ {
1, 2, . . . , mβ

}
with β ∈ {I, Q}. In (22),

B E R(u,β)
|h,no o f f,n is the BER corresponding to bit bu,β , which

is the uth bit in the β−dimension, transmitted on the nth

non-affected sub-carrier. The pre-factor 1
(m I +m Q)

follows
from the assumption that the bits bu,β are equally probable.
In the following, we assume that the bits bu,β are mapped
on the constellation points using the binary reflected Gray
code (BRGC) [17]. In that case, the xth possible value of the
β−dimension component, denoted as χx , of a constellation
point (with x ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2mβ − 1} and β ∈ {I, Q}) corre-
sponds to a bit sequence (see an example in Fig. 9)

χx ↔
(

b̃(x)
1,β, b̃(x)

2,β , . . . , b̃(x)
mβ ,β

)
= (x)2 ⊕

(⌊ x

2

⌋)

2
(23)

where (x)2 denotes the natural binary code of integer x , �x
denotes the largest integer smaller than x , and ⊕ stands for
XOR operation. Taking into account that all Mβ = 2mβ bit
sequences are equally probable, B E R(u,β)

|h,no of f,n in (22) can be
decomposed further as:

B E R(u,β)
|h,noof f,n = 1

Mβ

2mβ −1∑

x=0

B E R(u,β,x)
|h,noof f ,n. (24)
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Fig. 9. BRGC mapping in the β−dimension for mβ = 3 and decision areas �
(u,β)

b̃(x)
u,β

with b̃(x)
u,β ∈ {0, 1}, which is a short-hand notation for �(u,β,x).

Taking into account (3),

B E R(u,β,x)
|h,noof f,n

= Pr

[(√
Es X [n] + W [n]

H [n]

)(β)

/∈ �(u,β,x)|u, β, x

]

,

(25)

where (y)(β) denotes the mapping of y in the β−dimension
(i.e., the real and imaginary part of y), H [n] =√

N
N+NC P

H [n], and �(u,β,x) is the region where the trans-

mitted bit bu,β is decided to be equal to b̃(x)
u,β from (23) (see

an example in Fig. 9). Note that the distance between the
boundaries of �(u,β,x) and the β−dimension component χx

of a constellation point is an odd integer multiple of dβ . As a
result, B E R(u,β,x)

|h,no of f,n is of the following form:

B E R(u,β,x)
|h,no of f,n = 1

2

∞∑

v=0

(
λ(u,β,x)

v + ρ(u,β,x)
v

)

·er f c

(

(2v + 1) dβ |H [n] |
√

Es

No

)

, (26)

where λ
(u,β,x)
v and ρ

(u,β,x)
v are given by:

λ(u,β,x)
v =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0, if �(u,β,x) has no bound

at distance (2v + 1) dβ

left of χx

(−1)

⌊
v ·2u−mβ−1

⌋

, if �(u,β,x) has a bound

at distance (2v + 1) dβ

left of χx

(27)

and

ρ(u,β,x)
v =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0, if �(u,β,x) has no bound

at distance (2v + 1) dβ

right of χx

(−1)

⌊
v ·2u−mβ−1

⌋

, if �(u,β,x) has a bound

at distance (2v + 1) dβ

right of χx ,

(28)

respectively.

Substituting (24)-(26) into (22) and comparing with (9),

we obtain: R(u,β)
v = 1

2

2mβ−1∑

x=0

(
λ

(u,β,x)
v +ρ

(u,β,x)
v

)
. In addition,

taking into account the symmetry of the constellation symbols
and the mapping rule, it is easily verified that

2mβ−1
∑

x=0

λ(u,β,x)
v =

2mβ−1
∑

x=0

ρ(u,β,x)
v = R(u,β)

v . (29)

1) BER on Affected Sub-Carriers: Similarly to (22)-(24),
we write:

B E R|h, of f,n = 1
(
mI + mQ

)
∑

u,β,x

1

Mβ
B E R(u,β,x)

|h,of f,n, (30)

where B E R(u,β,x)
|h,of f,n is the BER for the transmitted bit bu,β on

an offset-mismatch-affected sub-carrier n ∈ K . Taking into
account (3), B E R(u,β,x)

|h,of f,n can be computed as:

B E R(u,β,x)
|h,of f,n = Pr[(√Es X [n] +√

Es
DO [n]

H [n]
+ W [n]

H [n]
)
(β)

/∈ �(u,β,x)|u, β, x], (31)

where DO [n] is defined in (4). Because �(u,β,x) has its
boundaries at a distance that is an odd integer multiple of
dβ from χx , (31) can be written as:

B E R(u,β,x)
|h,of f,n = 1

2

∞∑

v=0

λ(u,β,x)
v

·er f c

((

(2v + 1) dβ +
(

DO [n]

H [n]

)(β)
)

|H [n] |
√

Es

N0

)

+ 1

2

∞∑

v=0

ρ(u,β,x)
v

·er f c

((

(2v + 1) dβ −
(

DO [n]

H [n]

)(β)
)

|H [n] |
√

Es

N0

)

,

(32)

where λ
(u,β,x)
v and ρ

(u,β,x)
v are defined as in (27) and (28),

respectively.
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TABLE VII

THE SUM
∑

v
R(u,β)

v

Substituting (31)-(32) into (30) and using (29), the
B E R|h, of f,n is given by:

B E R|h,of f,n

= 1

2
(
mI + mQ

)
∑

α,β,u,v

R(u,β)
v

Mβ

·er f c

((

(2v + 1) dβ + α ·
(

DO [n]

H [n]

)(β)
)
∣
∣H [n]

∣
∣

√
Es

N0

)

,

(33)

where α ∈ {−1, 1}, β ∈ {I, Q}, u ∈ {
1, . . . , mβ

}
, v ∈{

0, . . . ,
(
1 − 2−u

)
Mβ − 1

}
, Mβ = 2mβ , R(u,β)

v and dβ are
defined in (10) and (11), respectively, and (DO [n])(β) is
defined in (5).

APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF THE MAXIMUM ERROR FLOOR

We derive the simplified expressions for the maximum
error floor when the offset mismatch is very large. In that

case, given that the absolute value

∣
∣
∣
∣
(

DO[n]
H [n]

)(β)
∣
∣
∣
∣ is very large,

one of the two expressions (2v + 1) dβ +
(

DO[n]
H [n]

)(β)
and

(2v + 1) dβ −
(

DO[n]
H [n]

)(β)
is highly negative, and the other

highly positive. Both expressions will contribute to the BER
in (8)-(12). Taking into account that lim

x→+∞ er f c (x) = 0 and

lim
x→−∞ er f c (x) = 2, it follows that the contribution from the

positive expression will be negligible at high SNR, whereas
the contribution from the negative expression will cause the
error floor. The error floor is given by10:

B E Rr,floor = |K |c − ηQ

|Id |c
(
mI + mQ

)
∑

u,v

R(u,I )
v

MI

+ |K |c − ηI

|Id |c
(
mI + mQ

)
∑

u,v

R(u,Q)
v

MQ
, (34)

10We assume that the sub-carrier n = − N
2 falls within the guard band, so

it has no influence on the BER.

where ηI and ηQ take into account that DO [0] is real-valued,
so that the angle of the channel coefficient H [0], i.e., ϕH [0]
determines the number of terms that contribute to the BER:

ηI =
{

1, if ϕH [0] = zπ, z ∈ Z

0, otherwise,

ηQ =
{

1, if ϕH [0] = π

2
+ zπ, z ∈ Z

0, otherwise.
(35)

Further, |K |c and |Id |c are the cardinalities of the sets K and
Id , respectively, R(u,β)

v is defined in (10), u ∈ {
1, 2, . . . , mβ

}
,

v ∈ {
0, 1, . . . ,

(
1 − 2−u

)
Mβ − 1

}
, and Mβ = 2mβ . The

floor (34) depends on the sum of R(u,β)
v with β ∈ {I, Q}, over

u and v. Table VII reveals that the sum
∑

v
R(u,β)

v of R(u,β)
v

over v for given u equals Mβ

2 , for all values of Mβ . Hence,
(34) reduces to:

B E Rr,floor = |K |c − ηQ

|Id |c
(
mI + mQ

) · mI

2

+ |K |c − ηI

|Id |c
(
mI + mQ

) · mQ

2

= |K |c
2 |Id |c

− mI ηQ + mQηI

2 |Id |c
(
mI + mQ

) . (36)
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